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Thesis

● Poloidal Flow Damping allows testing of the delta-F 
drift kinetic implementation of NIMROD

● Analytic Results can be obtained for the steady-state 
polodial ion flow

●  A trap-passing grid in     helps convergence of the 
numerical results significantly (for the steady-state 
poloidal ion flow)

● Converged numerical results for the steady-state 
poloidal ion flow still differ from the analytic 
prediction by ~16%



  

The First Order Drift Kinetic Equation 
is Solved in NIMROD [1]

●  Here:              ,             ,          electric potential, and

     



  

Some Additional Assumptions are 
Made for This delta-F Scheme

                     

●                         and          toroidally symmetric

●                        

●      This last assumption leads to a closure of the form:

●        Side note  -  in the Chapman-Enskog-like appoach

            doesn’t directly enter the kinetic equation.



  

To check the validity of the delta-F      
implementation, we look at the steady-state   
poloidal ion flow 

● Analytic results can be obtained [2,3].
● A traditional approach keeps 2 vector moments (the 

velocity and heat flux of each species),  and two 
tensor moments (stress tensor and heat flux stress 
tensor).  

● In the banana regime, this leads to an inversion of a 
2x2 matrix which leads to the following formula for 
the steady-state ion poloidal flow:

                             ,  where                                 , and      
      

                                                      So:                            . 
                      

.



  

We Can Also Compare the Numerical       in       
the Steady State to the Analytical Prediction 

● Using the same analytic approach, in the banana 
regime, we find that in the steady-state:

● Here:                     ,                     , and    



  

The Aforementioned Analytic Solution 
for       is an Implicitly Defined Solution 

● This is because      appears on the rhs, which in our 
scheme is itself related to moments of      .

● However,       can be simply set to an arbitrary value ( if 
you don’t care about getting things that have      in them 
PHYSICALLY right)

● If then, in the code,        is set to the same arbitrary 
value , this will allow comparison of the code to the 
analytical solution.    

● This doesn’t change steady-state poloidal flow results, 
since      doesn’t enter that formula.

● So, in the code and analytics we set                    ,

because this means multiplying by 0 in only 3 places in 
the code.



  

An EXACT T/P Grid Was Found to Influence 
Convergence of Poloidal Flow Damping Results 
Significantly

● There is a discontinuity in the      (and spatial) 
derivatives in the analytic solution for       (which 
applies in the banana asymptotic regime).

● Putting nodes at the T/P boundary can therefore help 
with convergence.  

● An exact formula for             the angle of the T/P  

boundary in the first quadrant is:

● With a  formula for        , a T/P grid can then be 
constructed.  Most of the mechanics for constructing 
the grid was done previously by Eric Held, which have 
been talked about in previous team meetings.



  

● Prior to recently, only an approximation for the T/P 
boundary was used, namely, an

approximation for        of                          .  

● This has the advantage that the T/P grids are 
constant on flux surfaces, leading to vastly less 
collision kernel calculations.  

● However, as will be seen, it seems that getting the 
element nodes exactly on the T/P boundary makes 
a significant difference.        

Only One Adjustment Has Been Recently Made         
To the Previous T/P Grid Efforts 



  

Uniform Grid Is Still Converging at High 
Poly-Degree in 



  

Approximate T/P Grid Is Still       
Converging at High Poly-Degree in 



  

Exact T/P Grid Converges at a Poly    
Degree of 9 in  



  

All Grids Seem to Be Converging to              
The Same Value



  

Spatial Poly Degree = 2, number of s points = 4,          
   Poly Deg  = 9,                seems converged for     
Exact T/P Grid        



  

However, Converged Results Still Differ       
From Analytic by ~ 16%



  

Sample Contour Plot of        for the              
Uniform Grid Case 

AnalyticNumerical 



  

Difference in Integrand for v_||        
Moment for the Case of Uniform Grid

Numerical Integrand vs. Analytic Integrand 



  

Future Work

● Plot out      contour plots for exact T/P grid, and 
integrand differences.

● Eliminate further error in the numerical steady-
state poloidal flow by finding the error source, 
either in the numerics or the analytics.

● Look at time evolution of poloidal flow, and test   
convergence.

● Begin work with CEL formulation, beginning with 
the simpler case of sound-wave damping.
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